A Wide-Ranging
PowerSupplyof Gompact
Dimensions
Itsoutputrangingfrom0 to 50 voltsand 0 to 10amperes,
gulated,laboratory
powersupplyspans
this200W,series-re
a rangethat wouldnormallyrequirethreepowersupp/ies,
andit canbe programmedby wayof theHPinterfacebus.
by Paul W. Bailey, John W. Hyde, and William T. Walker

AB SECTION MANAGERS, production enf
I-r gineers, and materials engineers often face a
difficult choice when specifying the purchase of a
power supply for their operations.The immediate
needmay be,say,for 5 volts at 7.3amperesfor a prototype TTL circuit, or 48 volts at 1 ampere for production test of an analog circuit board, or 24 volts at 0.6
ampere for a stepper motor controller, or 10 through
18 volts to life-test a batch of CMOS integrated circuits. But what of future requirements? WilI other
voltages or other currents be needed? Estimates of
future needs are seldom clear at the time a purchase order is drawn.
As one solution to this problem, a new power supply, Model 6002A, uses electronic tap switching to
achieve an extremely wide range of output voltage
and current ratings within its 200W power capability.
As'shown by the power output curve of Fig. 1, it is
equivalent to three power supplies: a 50V-4A supply,
a 20V-10A supply, and a third that provides inbetween voltage-current ratings within the 200W
limit. This one compact supply (Fig. Z), operating
either in the constant-voltagemode with an adjustable crowbar protection circuit or in the constantcurrent mode, may thus fulfill a wide range of present
and future power supply requirements where the
good regulation and low-noise output of a seriesregulated power supply are needed.
Besides service on the lab bench, the new power
supply is well adapted to systems work, being programmableby analogvoltagesorresistances,and it can
be equipped for digital programming through the HP
interfacebus* (the method of implementing interface
bus control is describedon page 6). Systemspeedis
improved by circuits that enablethe output to slew up
or down to a new voltagelevel quickly (<400 ms) in
responseto programming commands.
Alternatives
Before explaining electronic tap switching, let's
explore some alternative techniques for obtaining

ranges of o to 50 volts and 0 to 10 amperes in a
series-regulatedpower supply. One way would simply be to design a 500W supply, but that is not a very
practical solution since the seriesregulator could be
called upon to dissipate as much as 650 watts at low
output voltage settings with high output currents.
A second approach would be to use three 200W
power supplies with overlapping ranges. Besides
being an expensivesolution, this would require some
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discharging the input filter capacitor during down_
programming, so it is turned off under these conditions. Since several seconds may be required to dis_
charge the capacitor, the power supply becomes the
limiting factor on system speed when the application
calls for frequent down-programming.
Outpul
Voltage
20v

Fig.1. Maximumoutputcapabilityof Model 6002ADC power
Supplyis bounded by 50 volts, 10 amperes,and 200 watts.At
least three traditional 200W seiles-regutated power supp/ies
wouldbe requiredto cover the samerange of outputvoltagecurrent combinations.
sort of switching arrangement to enable an arbitrary
device to be powered throughout the entire range.
Pre-regulation-using
phase-controlled
silicon_

controlled rectifiers ahead of the seriesregulator for
coarseregulation-is the usual way to obtain a wide_
ranging power supply. However, pre-regulated
power suppliesdo not respondvery quickly to remote
programming.This is becausethe seriesregulator,
which in the steady state operateswith a V"" of only
a few volts, is not designedwith enough heat-sinl
capability to absorbthe extra energy dissipatedwhen

_\*

Fig. 2. Model 6002A is a 2O0Wseries-regulateddc power
supply that works in either the constant_voltageor constant_
currentmodes of operation.The lower sca/es on the meters
show the maximum current available for any voltage setting
or the maximum voltage available for any current setting
within the 200W limit.

Electronic Tap Switching
The new Model 6002A uses electronic tap switching to charge the input capacitor to one of four discrete voltage levels, depending on the output voltage
and current required. With these four levels, the voltage drop across the series regulators at high current
levels never exceeds 25 volts, so the regulators are
never required to dissipate more than 250W in
steady-state operation. A wide range of output voltage and current levels may thus be provided by a
compact lab bench supply.
A diagram of the power mesh in the 60024 power
Supply is shown in Fig. 3. The main secondary winding of the power transformer has three sections, each
of which has a different turns ratio with respect to the
primary winding. Two triacs, T6 and Ts, connect the
taps on the secondary winding to the augmented rectifier bridge
At the beginning of each half cycle of the line voltage, the control logic selects which triac is to be fired.
If neither triac is fired, the input capacitor is charged
to the voltage determined by N1 turns. If triac Ts is
fired, the capacitor charges to a voltage determined by
N1 + N2 turns. Likewise, if Ta is fired, the capacitor is
charged by N1 * N3. Finally, both triacs can be fired
at the same time, charging the capacitor to its highest
level (Nr + N2 + N3).
These four voltage levels map into four partitions
on the output power plot, as shown in Fig. 4. The
boundaries between the partitions, which are,.invisible" to the user, are determined electronically. These
are named V6p, for the output voltage decision line,
and Iso, and Isp, for output current decisions one and
two. If the selected output voltage falls below the
sloping V6p line, both triacs are inhibited and the
input capacitor charges to the voltage determined by
winding N1. When the output is programmed above
the Voo line, the control logic looks at the output
current level to decide which triac should be fired.
The diagram indicates the windings connected as a
result of these decisions.
I6p, and 16o, are not fixed levels of current but are
modified by the level of the input line voltage (Isp
decreasesas the line voltage increases). This assures
an adequate voltage drop across the series regulator
during periods of low line voltage without causing
excessive regulator dissipation during periods of
high line voltage.
The control logic continuously monitors the output
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Fig. 3. Simplified diagram of
Model 6002A's power circuits.
The control logic monitors the output voltage, out7ut current, and
the line voltage level to decide
which triacs (Tl and Ts) should or
should not be fired to connect the
appropriate transformer taps to
the power rectifiers (triacs are
bipolar switches that conduct cur'
rent in eithet direction if a gate
pulseis properly applied and continue to conduct until the current
from the source goes to zero).

o

Series Regulators (6)

Ioad current, the output load voltage, and the input
line voltage. These inputs are applied to a resistor
network that derives control signals applied to comparators along with internally derived references
for V6p, I6pr, and Iooz.
As shown in Fig. 5, the comparator outputs are
applied to flip-flops clocked by pulses that coincide
with the zero-crossoverof the ac line voltage. The
comparator outputs are thus latched into the flipflops at the start of each half cycle of the input line
voltage and retained there for the full half cycle.
The triacs are fired by 18-kHz pulses' If the output
voltage falls below the sloping Vsp line, the V6p latch
inhibits the generation of 18-kHz pulses and neither
triac is fired. If the voltage is aboveV6p, then the logic
steersthe 18-kHz pulsesto the appropriatetriac (or to
both) according to the output current level.
Noise Minimization
Triacs are capable of generating a considerable
amount of electromagnetic interference. This interferenceis proportional to the turn-on dv/dt so it can be
minimized by firing a triac only when the voltage is
low. The current through a triac, on the other hand,
must be greater than a certain minimum, known as
the latching current, if conduction is to be sustained.
There tlus exists an optimum time for firing a triaclate enough in the ac cycle for the current to be above
the latching level but not so late that the dv/dt would
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generateexcessiveEMI.
Since the triac load in the new power supply is the
input filter capacitor, current flows only when the
transformer secondary tap voltage exceeds the
capacitorvoltage by some minimum. The time in the
powerline cycle when the triac cut-in should occur
thus varies widely as the power supply load is
changed, so it is quite unpredictable'
The solution adopted in the Model 6002A was to
pulses to trigger the triacs'
use an 18-kHztrain of 8-trcs
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Fig,4, Plot shows which transformer taps are connected for
any voltage-currentoutput' The boundaries estab/lshedby
output current levets (l6y and l6p2 decision lines) shift in
responseto the input line voltage level.
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The triacs are turned on by the first pulse to occur
after the load conditions are proper. Becausethe
pulse period is relatively short with respectto the line
voltage period, the triac voltage will not have risen
very far when this first effective pulse occurs. Also,
latching the comparatoroutputs for the whole of each
half cycle prevents changing load conditions from
initiating triac firing at a time when the instantaneous
line voltage may be above the optimum low level
As a result of these techniques, EMI generatedby
the triacs is below that contributed by the triac driving circuits. This in turn was reduced by decreasing
the interwinding capacitance of the pulse transformers used to couple the pulse trains to the triac
gates.OnIy light filtering acrossthe secondarywindings was then required to meet target specifications.
lmplicationsof ExtendedRange
The series regulator and related circuits in the
Model 6002A are conventional in conceptexcept that
the outputs of the constant-voltage and constantcurrent comparison amplifiers are fed to the
regulator-driver circuits by way of a diode on gate. If
the load should causethe supply to exceedits 200W
limit, say it were programmed to 40V while supplying a 6O load, both diodes would become reverse
biasedand neither comparison amplifier would have
control. Internal biasing in the driver circuits then
causesthe regulatorsto conduct heavily. The supply
is not damaged by such operation but regulation is
poor and ripple is higher. A front-panel indicator
warns the operator when the supply is in this overrange condition.
The extendedrange of this supply presentedmany
other new circuit and component requirements.The

Flg.5. Triac control circuits react
to the output voltage level, the output current level, and the input
voltage level.

input filter capacitor(C1 in Fig. 6), for example,must
have the high storage capacity with the low series
resistanceneededto handle the higher ripple current
that occurs when the supply is operating at full current capability. At the sametime, the capacitor must
be able to sustain the high voltage present when
supplied by the maximum input voltage (N1 + N2 +
N3). This required the use of two 7800-g,F,100V
aluminum electrolytic capacitorsin parallel.
The large amount of energy stored in these
capacitorsmust be dealt with carefully during such
transients as power up or down, tap switching,
switchover from constant-voltageto constant-current
operation, down programming, load transients,sudden shorts or opens at the output and overvoltage
tripping of the crowbar circuit. For example,consider
a situation where the supply is operating at 50V constantvoltage with a load drawing 3 amperes.Depending on input line conditions, the input capacitor(C1)
would be chargedto about 60V so the seriesregulator
would have about 10V across it with a resulting
power dissipation of 30W.
If a short circuit should suddenly occur in the load,
the regulator would have 60V across it and 10A
through it until the control circuitry can react and
reduce the voltage supplied to C1. Thus the series
regulator transistorsmust have voltage ratings greater
than 60V aswell as a 10A steady-statecurrent capability. In addition, the heat sink must not only be able to
cool the transistors under worst-case steady-state
conditions, but must have the additional thermal
capacitance needed to protect the transistors from
transient overpower conditions.
The aboveexample also brings up another problem:
transient overcurrent in the seriesregulators. As the

Remote Programming of Power
Supplies through the
HP lnterface Bus
The Model60024 PowerSupplydescribedin the main text
can be programmedremotelyby way of the HP InterfaceBus
(HP-lB)when equippedwith the appropriateoption(opt 001).
The same circuitshave been designed into a separateunit,
Model 59501A PowerSupply Programmer(Fig. 1), that provides a convenientmeansof interfacinga wide varietyof power
supplies (71 from HP) to HP-lB-controlledsystems.lt can
a l s o s e r v e a s a g e n e r a l - p u r p o s e ,i s o l a t e d d i g i t a l - t o analog converter.

F i g .1 .
Two techniquesare commonlyused for controllingpower
suppliesremotely:(1) resistanceprogramming;and (2) voltage programming.
To illustrate,
the basicsof a typicalseriesregulatedpower supplyare shown in Fig. 2. lt can be shown
that:
Vo

vo =E:R"

whereVo is the outputvoltageund V, i, a referencevoltage.
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Flg.2.
To controlthis supply by resistanceprogramming,one adjuststhe valueof R", typicallyby usingsome sort of switching
device to switchin variousresistors.The outputvoltageVo is
linearlyproportional
to Rcwhenthe otherparametersarefixed.
To controlthe supplyby voltageprogramming
withunitygain,
R" is disconnectedand a varrablevoltage is connected to
point s. The output voltageVo then equals the variablevoltage VR.
Eachof thesemethodshas drawbacks.With resistanceprogramming,switchingspeeds tend to be slow, especiallyif
belargevoltagesare involved,and the switchingarrangement
comes cumbersomeif many differentvoltagesare needed.

Voltageprogrammingof the type just describedrequireshigh
voltagesto obtainhighvoltageoutput.ln addition,voltageprogrammingcan becomequitecomplexwhen a digitalcontroller
is used, especiallyif electricalisolationbetweenthe power
supplyand the rest of the systemis required.
The 59501A Approach
The approachtaken with the Model 59501A PowerSupply
Programmer(and option001 for Model60024) is to use an isolateddigital{o-analogconverterthat takesthe place of VRin the
power supply, and a resistorscaling network that takes the
placeof Ro and R", Referringto the equationabove,it can be
seen that the powersupplyoutputis a linearfunctionof Vp in
proportionto the ratioR"/Ro.The scalingnetworkthus provides
a meanslor settingthe rangeof voltagesthat the power supply
will outputwhilethe D-A convertersubdividesthis range into
999 steps (e,9.,a rangeof 0 to +99.9Vin 100-mVstepsfor a
100Vpower supply),
Applying this programmeris much simplerthan previous
methodsof configuringpower supplresinto automaticsystems
which often compromisedversatility,responsetime, and electrical isolation.Access to the internalconnectionsneeded
withinthe power supply is usuallyprovidedat a barrierstrip
on the power supply'srear panel so connectionsto the programmerare easilymade. The programmer'sHP-IB "listen"
address is set on a rear-panelswitch bank (it's a listen-only
device).The powersupply is set for the maximumoutputdesiredby adjustingR" in the programmerwitha fronlpanelcontrol (powER
supplyFULL
scALE
ADJUST),
Voltagevaluesmay then be
sentto the powersupplyprogrammeroverthe HP-lBwherethe
numberssentrepresent
a percentage
of fullscale,e.9.,sending
900,whichrepresents
90.0olo,
obtains540Vfroma 600Vsupply.
Actually,four digitsare transmitted,
with the firstdigit,transmittedas a 1 or a 2, selectingone of two 10:1outputranges,
the lower range giving a 10x increasein resolution.Hence,
.1900
2900wouldbe sentto obtain540Vin the exampleabove;
would obtain54.0V.
A rear-paneluNrpoLAR/BrpoLAn
switchadds a full-scalenegative offsetto VRand doublesthe size of the D-A convertersteps
so the power supply programmercan programa bipolardc
power supplythroughits entirenegative{o-positive
range. In
this case, a programminginputof 2000 programsthe bipolar
powersupplyto its maximumnegativevoltageand 2999 gives
the maximumpositiveoutput.Zero voltsout is obtainedwith a
programmingcode of 2500 (or 1500).
Althoughthis discussionhas centeredon programmingthe
outputvoltageof a dc supply,the outputcurrentcan be programmedjustas easily.Programming
boththe voltageand current,however,requirestwo power supplyprogrammers.
The output of the power supply programmeritself is 0 to
9.99Vin 10-mVsteps (0 to 0.999Vin 1 mV steps on the low
range),In the bipolarmode,the output is -.10V to +9.98V in
20-mVsteps (or -1V to +0.998V in 2-mV steps).Whereverthe
current demand does not exceed 10 mA, the programmer
itself can serve as a power supply or D-A converterover
thesevoltageranges.
lnside
A simplifiedblock diagram of the Model 59501A Power
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Fig.3.
Supply Programmeris shown in Fig, 3. The four characters
representing
the programmingcode are transmittedone at a
time in 7-lineASCIIcode on the interfacebus.The handshake
signalsused by the bus circuitsin acceptingdata intothe instrumentare usedas a clocksignalby the storagesequencerto
place each character in a separate latch in the first rank of
storage.When all four charactershave been stored, they are
clocked simultaneously
into the second rank of storage.The
D-A converterand the range circuitthen change to the new
value.The use of two ranksof storagepreventsthe occurrence
of undefinedoutputvoltagesduringthe time the programming
codes are being accepted
Once it has been addressed,the powersupplyprogrammer
can respondto a new programcode in about 250 ps (80 ps to
handshakethe fourdigitsacrossthe HP-lBand 170 ps to slew
to the new value).The speed of responseof the programmerpower supply combinationthus is usuallylimitedby the slew
rate of the power supply.
The rangedigit (R)controlsthe gainof amplifierA2 by shorting out resistorR1 to obtain 10x greatergain, The switches
shown as 51 and 52 in Fig. 3 are actually FETSthat were installed at key locationsto clamp the Vp output at zero during
turn-on,holding it there until the instrument'sinternalpower
supplieshavestabilizedat theirnormaloperatinglevel.Without
this clamping,Ve would tend to change erraticallywhile the
biassuppliesstabilize,
whichcouldcausesomeproblemswith
sensitive
loadsconnectedto thedrivenpowersupply.Theyalso
clamp the outputto zero duringturn-off.
The optical isolatorsprovide electricalisolation(up to 600V)
betweenthe programmedsupplyand earthground.lsolationis

particularlyimportantin situationswhere objectionallylarge
ground-loopcurrents would otherwiseflow between the programmedsupply and ground.lt also allowsthe programmed
supply to be floated with respect to the other devices connectedto the HP-lB.
ln the 6002A
The circuitsjust describedfunctionin essentiallythe same
manner when installedin the 60024 Extended Range Power
Supplyexceptthat no provisionis made for bipolaroperation
nor is there any provisionfor selectingthe operatingrange
other than that provided by the first digit of the programming
code. Thusthe programmablevoltagerange is 49.95volts in
50-mVstepsin the high range,or 1 to 9.99voltsin 1o-mvsteps
on the lowrange.ln constantcurrentoperationthe rangesare0
to 9.99amperesin 10-mAstepsand 0 to 1.998amperesin 2 mA
steps.
The choice of programmed constant-voltage(CV) or con(CC)operation,but not both at the same time,is
stant-current
made manuallywith rearpanelswitches.When both switches
are oFF,control revertsto the front panel and there is no interaction with the interfacebus.
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Fig.6. Simplifieddiagrcmoftheserles-passregulatorcircuitinModel6002ADCPowerSupply

supply makes the transition from 50V constant voltage to 10A constant current, excessive current could
flow during the time needed for the constant-current
amplifier to take control. Excessive transient current
flow is prevented by the "fast current limit" circuit
(Fig. 6) which responds to high currents through the
regulators by inhibiting the regulator driver circuit,
holding the regulator current to a value about 72ooh of
maximum rating.
A power-up control circuit prevents output overshoots during power up or down. This circuit, which
is powered by the unregulated dc, inhibits base drive
to the regulators whenever the internal regulated bias
supplies are below a certain minimum voltage.
Fast Down-Programming
A major design objective was to obtain a considerable improvement in programming speed over that
available in existing power supplies capable of this
power level-a must if this supply is to be useful in
automatic systems. The enhanced transient capability of the series regulator removed many restrictions
to programming speed but the rate at which the output capacitor (C2 in Fig. 6) can be discharged remained a limiting factor. Circuits were added to
speed up this discharge.
During down-programming, the negative-going
signal from the error amplifiers turns on transistor Q1

more fully, causing it to turn off the regulator driver
and the series regulators,thereby stopping charge
transferfrom C1 to C2. At the sametime. diode D1
becomesforward biased,opening a dischargepath for
C2 through resistor R1 and transistor Q1. Stabistor
diode D2 establishesa bias that holds the current
through Q1 at a safe level.
An additional current path is provided by transistor
Q2. During down-programming, the voltage drop
acrossresistorR1 turns on Q2. ResistorR3 limits the
voltage drop acrossQ2 to allow greatercurrent without excessivepower dissipationin Q2, but R2 limits
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this current to a safe level. Altogether, this arrangement enablesthe output to drop from 50V to 0.05Vin
400 ms. Smaller voltage drops and/orthe existenceof
load current result in shorter down-programming
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CoaxialComponentsand Accessoriesfor
BroadbandOperationto 26.5GHz
The new APC-3.5coaxialconnector makesit possibleto
design detectors,attenuators,sliding loads, and switches
for broadband operation to 26.5 GHz.
byGeorge
R.Kirkpatrick,
RonaldE.Pratt,andDonaldR.Chambers
HERE FEASIBLE, COAXIAL CABLE has always been preferred to waveguide for the
transmission of microwaves because of its broader
bandwidth, flexibility, and lower cost. This is especially true of microwave measurements where the
general convenience of working with coaxial cables
far outweighs the disadvantages of higher signal
losses and slightly poorer electrical performance.
The development of a new 3.S-mm connectorl'2
now allows practical application of coaxial components at frequencies from dc to well above 18 GHz, the
practical upper limit in recent years, The new connector is used on several new microwave components
(Fig. f), that operate to 26.5 GHz with instrumentquality performance. The convenience of working
with coaxial systems thus becomes available for design and test of a broader range of microwave systems,

I

such as those involved with telecommunications.
Mechanical details of the 3.5-mm connector, available commercially as the APC-3.5, are shown in
Fig. 2. The salient features of the new connector are:
r Entirely mode free up to 34 GHz.
r Optimized cost/performance. Reflection coefficient
is typically 0.05 for random mated pairs operating
to 34 GHz while cost is much less than precision
connectors previously available.
r Mechanically rugged and electrically repeatable. It
is not readily deformed so performance is maintained over hundreds of insertions.
r Compatible with the proposed IEC standard 3.s-mm
connector mounting. Mechanically and electrically compatible with the SMA connector system
presently used for frequencies up to 18 GHz.
r Male and female connectors are electricallv inter-

, + -qohm

Fig, 1. Broadband pertormance
to 26.5 GHz is achieved by new
microwave components and accessories equipped with the
APC-3.5 connector svstem.
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Fig.3. Frequency response of a typical 8473C detector.
Matched pairs track within +0.5 dB over the entire frequency
range.
Fig,2, A cross-secfionof mated male and female APC-3.5
connecforsls shown in the upper drawing. Thestructure at the
mating surface is an air-dielectric line with only the dimensions
of the center and outer connectors controlling the impedance.
The lower drawing shows how the APC-3.5 intertaces with
the widely-used SMA connector.
changeable.

The mating

interface

of the inner

and

outer conductors are in the same plane and the
electrical distance from the mating interface to the
IEC mounting interface is identical for the male
and female connectors.
The plane of the mating interfaceis separatedfrom
the centerconductor support insulator sufficiently
to minimize the effectsof variations in mechanical
tolerancesand temperature on the SWR of mated
connectors.
The female connector provides a mode-free connection directly to 0.141-inch (S.S-mm)diameter
semirigid coaxial cable fitted with the standard
male cable terminator, allowing easy integration
of the new components into microwave systems.

25.5-GHzDetectors
The new connector allows the frequency range of
HP's low-barrier Schottky-diode detectors(LBSD)* to
be extendedto 26.5GHz. As shown in Fig. 3, detector
responseis flat within -t-0.6 dB up to 2OGHz and then
rolls off monotonically at about 0.51 dB/GHz.This
response results from the interaction of the diode
parasiticsand the thin-film matching network (Fie. +)
but becauseof the close control that can be exercised
over the circuit parameters,the responseof a pair of
detectorscan be matched within -r0.5 dB up to 26.5
GHz.
In certain applications, airborne radar for example,
the detectormight be exposedto extremetemperature
variations.The LBSD may be operatedover a temperature range of -6s to 100"Cand unlike fragile pointcontact devices,it is not damagedby repeatedtemperature cycling. There may be some changesin per'Low-barrierSchottkydiodesareruggedmesa
for lowimpedance
at theoriginof the
devicesdesigned
|,rycurueso no biasis requiredlor lowlevel detectionapplications.
Includedwith the diodein the
lines.3
detectoris a thin{ilm resistornetworkthat matchesthe diodeto 50O transmission

Diode Parasitics

Fig. 4. Schematic representation
of a low-barrier Schottky-diode
detector.
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formanceat the extremesof the temperaturerange,as
shown by the curves of Fig. 5. The temperatureinduced changesin performancearestrongly affected
by both the video load and the power level so over a
limited temperaturerange (30-50'C) there exists an
optimum load that will minimize the effectsof temperature.This is best determined experimentally.
The new detector is available in two basic configurations (Fig. r). Model 8473Chas a BNC video output connector and is intended for use in laboratory,
production,and field measurementsetupswhere the
convenience of the BNC connector is an important
factor.Model 33330Chas an SMC video output connector that meets the size restrictions of many OEM
applications.The APC-3.5RF input connectorin both
detectorsprovides a mode-free,well-matched,and
mechanically rugged interface to the detector over a
bandwidth of to MHz to 26.5 GHz.
Two additional products,the 84738 and 333308,
offer the advantagesof the new connector in lowercost detectorsfor use up to 18 GHz.

Fig,5. fhe effectsof temperature
on the performance of a lowbarrier Schottky-diode detector
(Model 33330C) when operating
with a 11-kAvideo load. Detector
performance is affected by the
video load and the power level so
for a given operating point, the effects of temperature can be
minimized by the choice of load.

bined SWR is specified for HP sliding loads. The third
is determined during a measurement by moving the
sliding element.
As frequencies go higher and transmission-line
dimensions become smaller, variations in line
geometry have a greater effect on measurement accuracy, thus requiring more care to protect parts that can
be bent or otherwise damaged. Consequently, a new
sliding load (Model 911C, Fig. 6) was designed with
minimum length and weight to reduce stress on the
mated connector pairs. Since it has the new APC-3.5
connector, it can be used over a frequency range of 2.0
to 26.5 GHz.
The design also minimizes the exposure of the
center conductor to accidental damage by bending.
Becausethe center conductor in air-dielectric sliding
loads has no supporting beads so as not to introduce
additional impedance discontinuites, it is supported
by the mating connector at the front and two Teflon

MiniatureCoaxialSlidingLoad
A reflectionlesstermination is a basic requirement
in many measurements,such as that required at the
output of a 2-port network when its s-parametersare
being measured.Sincereflectionlessterminations are
unattainable, a sliding load is used. Observation of
the resultantsignal as the sliding load is moved.enablesthe operatorto identify load element reflections
with respect to the fixed reflections existing in the
measurementsetup so correctionscan be made to the
measurementresults.
Sliding loads generally consist of a tapered load
element in an air-dielectric line that has a precisely
controlled geometry. Nevertheless,three general
sourcesof reflection exist: the connectol, impedance
errors in the line itself, and the sliding element.The
first two are fixed and can be measured.and the com12

Fig.6. Model 911C sliding load fullyprotects the centerconductor against accidental bending. The range of the load
elementtravelis 318)rat 2 GHz.
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Flg.7. Theplotsatleftshowinsertionlossandreflectioncoetficientsforbothputsof
atypicalB49SD
step attenuatoratthe )-dB sefting. The plotsat right showaftenuationand reflectioncoefficients
for the 30-dB setting. Typical step-to-stepaccuracy is +2 dB at 26.5 GHz. The reflection coefficients are similar for the other attenuation levels.

bearingswithin the tapered load at the rear. Although
the center conductor is allowed a small amount of
lengthwise travel to facilitate its insertion into the
mating connector,the amount of forward travel in the
new Model 911C is limited to the minimum required
for conveniencein making the RF connection and at
no time does it protrude from the back, as in earlier
designs.Its exposure to accidental bending forces is
thus minimized.
The connector parts are replaceableso either male
or female APC-3.5 connectors can be installed. With
the female connector, SWR of the fixed discontinuities is lessthan 1.07to 74GHz and lessthan 1.10
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to 26.5 GHz. For the male connector version. SWR is
less than 1.04 for the entire 2-26.5 GHz range. The
load element itself has an SWR of lessthan 1.22 at 10
GHz and less than 1.07 to 26.5 GHz.
De26.5 GHz PrecisionStep Attenuators
Precision attenuators serve various purposes in
microwave measurements,primarily in reducing RF
power levels to a suitable range for a detector or
power meter or providing calibration points for insertion loss or reflection measurementswhen a substitution technique is used.
Attenuator operation over a frequency range ex-

tending from dc to 26.5 GHz is now provided by a new
coaxial step attenuator that has an attenuation range
of 0 to 70 dB in 10-dB steps. Frequency response is
shown in Fig. 7.
The new attenuator is similar to the 8494/5 series of
dc-18-GHz attenuatorsa but the design was modified
to eliminate moding at frequencies above 18 GHz by
using female APC-3.5 connectors. Like the 849415
series,the new attenuator uses the edgeline transmission systems to obtain reliability and repeatability.
The edgeline transmission system consists of a flexible, flat ribbon center conductor suspended at right
angles between two ground planes. Since the center
conductor can be flexed without changing its spacing
with respect to the ground planes, it can be bent to one
side to contact an attenuator card and to the other side
to contact a bypass section of transmission line,
thereby producing a switchable attenuator that maintains constant characteristic impedance.
The attenuator elements are passivated tantalumnitride thin-film distributed resistor-conductor patterns established on sapphire substrates by a highresolution photolithographic process. The center
conductor makes contact with a small wiping action,
thus avoiding problems with contact contamination
and ensuring good electrical contact each time. Repeatability of settings is typically within 0.05 dB at
26.5 GHa
The new attenuator is available in two bench-top
versions, the manually switched Model 8495D and
the programmable Model 8495K, and two OEM versions, Models 33321D (manual) and gggztK (programmable). The programmable versions are switched
by internal self-latching 24Y solenoids that draw 110
mA during switching (30 ms), then automatically
disconnect themselves. They can be incorporated
into HP interface bus systems by use of the Model
59306A Relay Actuator and a 20-30V power supply.

The basic approach to the design was to dimension
the area surrounding the contact mechanism so it
functions as a waveguide beyond cut-off. The rapid
reduction in coupling with respect to distance between ports achieved by this construction allowed
close spacing of the connectors while still achieving
at least 85 dB isolation between the common port and
the "off" port up to 18 GHz (s0 dB at 26.5 GHz). This
made short conductors possible so insertion loss,
even at high frequencies, is quite low, as shown in
Fig. 8.
The circuit between the common port and the connected port is completed by an edgeline conductor
that is moved into position to contact the portconnector center conductors, as shown in Fig. g.
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A Mechanical Microwave Switch
The fundamental purpose of any switch is to separate and direct signals. In the case of microwaves,
obtaining adequate signal separation between the
common and "off" ports can be a problem, as in systems for measuring the s-parameters of 2-port networks where there is a requirement for a high degree
of separation. Another special requirement for microwave switches, again as in s-parameter measurements, is that a well-matched termination, not an
open circuit, must be maintained on the unconnected
line.
To fulfill these requirements, the 33311-series of
single-pole, double-throw switches was developed.
This design has now been adapted to use the APC-3.5
connector to give a switch (Model 33311C) that can
work with signals ovel a range of dc to 26.5 GHz.
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Flg. 8. P/ot af fop shows the insertion loss through the connectedportof a33311Cswitchat microwavefrequencies.The
center plot shows the reflection coefficient of the input port
when the connected port is terminatedin a well-matchedload.
At bottom is the rcflection coefficient looking into the unconnected port (terminated internally).

Fig.9, lnternalviewof theModel33311C microwaveswitch.
Another section of edgeline connects the unconnected port to a 5OO thin-film resistor. Two other
sections of edgeline make the connection for the other
condition.
The conductors are slightly bowed to provide a
slight wiping action when contact is made, achieving
very good repeatability and long life. By the nature of
edgeline construction, SWR is not appreciably affected by slight flexing of the conductors when making contact. Typical SWR is also shown in Fig. 8.
Switching is effected by a magnetic circuit using
two 24Y coils and permanent-magnet latches. Separate contacts remove power from the activated coil
when the switching action is completed so power
is consumed only while the mechanism is switching
(30 ms). Besides reducing power consumption and
related heat buildup, this arrangement allows external circuits to sense the switch position since one of
the two solenoid coils will be open. Like the attenuators, the switch can be incorporated into an HP
interface bus system by use of the Model b930oA
Relay actuator and an appropriate power supply.
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Analyzer that quickly and accurately characterizes
each production unit over its entire frequency range
of operation. Special thanks are due to Stephen F.
Adam for guidance and encouragement.@
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Models 8473C and 33330C Coaxial Detectors
(Models84738 and 333308 have identicalspecifications
to 18 GHz.)

HP Model 91lC Sliding Load
FREOUENCYRANGE: 2.0 to 26.5 GHz.
IMPEDANCE:50O nominal.
REFLECTIONCOEFFICIENT:
MOVABLELOADELEMENT:<0.1,2.0 to 10.0cHz; <0.035, 10.0to 26.5cHz.
CONNECTORAND TRANSMISSIONLINE: <O.02,2.Oto 26.5 cHz for mate
APC-3.5;tor femaleAPC-3.5,<0.02 + 0.001f (wheret is frequencyin GHz),
2.0 to 26.5 GHz.
POWER RATING: 1 watt average, 5 kW peak.
LOAD ELEMENT TRAVEL: Three-eighthsof a waveleng'that 2.0 cHz (5.6 cm
minimum).
CONNECTORS SUPPLIED: Interchangeableconnector bodies and cenler conduclor pins for use with male and female APC-3.5 connectors.
LENGTH:266 mm (10.5 in).
WEIGHT:/1 g (2.5 ounc6).
ACCESSORIES FURNISHED:Carrying case and two wrenches.
PRICElN U.S.A.:$720.00.

FREOUENCYRESPONSE:
OCTAVE BAND FLATNESS: 10.2 dB over any octave to 8 GHz.
BROADBANDFLATNESS:0.01 to 12.4 GHz: 10.3 dB
0.01 to 20 GHz: 10.6 dB
20 to 26.5 GHz: 11.5 dB from a -3.3 dB
ilnear stope.
impedance):0.01 to 4 GHz: <1.2
SWR (50Ocharacteristic
4 t o ' 1 8G H z : < 1 . 5
18 to 26.5 GHzi <2-2
(<-20 dBm):0.01lo 18 GHz, >0.5 mV/pW;
LOW LEVEL SENSITIVITY
18 to 26.5 GHz. >0.18 mV/eW.
INPUT (peakor average):200mW
MAXIMUMOPERATTNG
SHORT-TERMMAXIMUMINPUT (lessthan'l minute):1 watt (typical)
NOISE (pV peak{Gpeak with CW power applied to produce 100 mV output,
400 kHz BW): <50 pV.
OUTPUT POLARITY: negative.
RF CONNECTOR:APC-3.5male (SMA @mpalible)
OUTPUTCONNECTOR:BNC female (84738/C);SMC with male centerconduclor
(333308/C).
DIMENSIONS(lengthx diameter):48.4 x 9.9 mm (1.89x 0.39 in)

HP Model 3331lC Microwave Switch
TYPE: Single-pole,double{hrow, break-belore-make;self-latchingsolenoidswith
automaticsolenoid cfismnnectafter switching.
INSERTIONLOSS: DC-2 GHz, <0.25 dB;
2-1OcHz, <0.50 dB;
10-16cHz, <0.80 dB;
'16-26.5
GHz, <1.40 dB (typ. <0.6 dB).
ISOLATION:DC-12.4GHz, >90 dB;
>
1 2 . 4 - 1 8c H z , 8 5 d B ,
1 8 - 2 6 . 5G H z , ' 5 0 d B .
SWF (characteristicimF€dance:50O)
T H R UL I N E ;D G 2 G H z . < 1 - 1 5 :
2 - 1 0G H z . < 1 . 3 0 :
1 0 - 1 6G H z . < 1 . 5 O :
1 6 - 2 6 . 5G H z , < 1 . 9 0 .
50(} INTERNALLOAD:DC-2 GHz, <1.15;
2 - 1 0c H z . < 1 . 3 0 :
1 0 - 1 6G H z . < 1 . 5 0 :
'16-26.5
GHz, <2.30.
INPUT POWER RATING: 1 walt average, 100 watts poak for 10 ps. (Also less
than 17 Vdc).
RF CONNECTOR: APC-3.5 female (SMA compatible),
LIFE: >1 000 000 switchings
REPEATABILITY: 0.03 dB typi€l to 26.5 GHz after 1 000 000 switchings.
SWITCHINGSPEEO:30 milliseconds
ma.

PRfCES fN U.S.A.: 8473C, 9275i A4738, $235; 33330C, $260; 333308, $205.
Opl 001, matched pair: add $20 per unit; Opt 003, pcitive polarity output:
add $30 per unit.

HP Models8495D/Kand 33321D/K
Step Attenuators
ATTENUATIONACCURACY (rdB referencedfrom 0 dB setting):
Attenualion Setring (dB)Froquency Range
10
20
30
40
50
70
60
OC-12.4GHz
0.6
1.8
O.7
0.9
2.O
2.2
2.3
1 2 . 4 - 1 8 .G
0 Hz
1.2
0.7
0.9
2.O
2.3
2.5
2.8
18.0-24.0GHz
0.9
1.5
2.5
3.0
3.2
3.3
3.5
24.0-26.5GHz
1.0
2.5
3,0
4.2
4.4
4.6
4.8
-Typical Step-to-StepAccuracy: t1
dB to 18 GHz; a2 dB to 26.5 GHz.
SWR (characleristicimpedance,50O): dc to '12.4GH4 1.6i
1 2 . 4t o 1 8 G H z . 1 . 9 :
18 to 26.5 GHz, 2.2
INSERTIOI{LOSS: (0.5 + 0.13f)dB wher€t is trequencyin GHz.
LIFE (minimum):1 million steps or switchingspor section.
REPEATABILITY:0.03 dB typical alter 1 millionsteps, to 18 GHz: 0.05 dB typiml
after 1 million steps, to 26.5 GHz.
RF INPUT POWER (max): 'l watt average, 100 watts peak (1o/rs pulse width).
POWER SENSITIVITY:<0.001 dB/dB/watt.
ATTENUATIONTEMPERATUREGOEFFICIENT:<0.0001 dB/dBf C.
RF CONNECTOR:APC-3.5f€male(SMA @mpatible).
WEIGHT: Manual versions, 425 grams (15 oz); programmable versions, 454
grams (16 oz).
DIMENSfONS:159 mm L x 52 mm W x 43mm H 16.2x 2.1 x 1.7inches).
PFOGRAMMABLEVERSIONS
SWITCHINGSPEED:20 ms max.
COIL VOLTAGE: (20-30V).
SWITCHINGCURRENT:110 mA at 24 V.
COIL IMPEDANCE:220 ohms, 70 mH.
PRICES lN U.S.A.: 8495D (manual),$700; 8495K (programmable),$1060;
33321D, $690;33i|21K, $1050.

soLEr{orDs
COIL VOLTAGE:2G30V.
SWITCHING CURRENT: 120 mA at 24V (mils disconnectalter switching).
COIL IMPEDANCE:2000, 127 mH.
ENVIRONMENTAL
OPEMTING TEMPERATURE:-25"C To +75.C
HUMIDITY:95o/oRH, 40"C, 5 days
VIBRATION:.3", 10-55Hz
SHOCK:50 g's, 3 ms
WEIGHT:88 gm (3.1 oz)
DIMENSIONS:53 mm W x 14 mm D x 35 mm H (not includingconnectors).
(2xV2x2inches).
PRICElN U.S.A.:$395.
MANUFACTURING
OIVISION:STANFORDPARK DIVISION
1501 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto. California94301 U.S.A.
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PersonalCalculatorAlgorithmsll:
TrigonometricFunctions
A detailed explanation of the algorithms used by HP
hand-held calculatorsto compute sine, cosine,and
tangent.
by WilliamE. Egbert
EGINNING WITH THE HP-35,1'2all HP personal
Il
Ll calculators have used essentially the same algorithms for computing complex mathematical functions in their BCD (binary-coded decimal) microprocessors. While improvements have been made in
newer calculators,3 the changes have affected primarily
special cases and not the fundamental algorithms.
This article is the second of a series that examines
these algorithms and their implementation. Each
article will present in detail the methods used to
implement a common mathematical function. For
simplicity, rigorous proofs will not be given, and
special cases other than those of particular interest
will be omitted.
Although tailored for efficiency within the environment of a special-purpose BCD microprocessor, the
basic mathematical equations and the techniques
used to transform and implement them are applicable
to a wide range of computing problems and devices.
The Trigonometric Function Algorithm
This article will discuss the method of generating
sine, cosine, and tangent. To minimize program
length, a single function, tan d, is generated first.
Once tan I is calculated, sin 0 is found by the formula

sine :

-ilg!J\/ t+tan'l

It turns out fas will be explained later) that cot 0 can
easilybe generatedwhile generatingtan d. Then cos 0
is calculated using the formula

cos0:

-+9!q
t/ r+cotz|

Scaling
Since g and 0+n(360') yield identical trigonometric
functions, every angular argument is resolved to a
positive angle between 0o and 360'. For reasons to be
explained later, all calculations assurne angles expressed in radians. An angle in degrees is first converted to radians by:
q r ^ d : o d u *X n l 1 8 D ,

Angles expressed in grads are also converted using
the appropriate scale factor.
Once 0 is in radians, 2n is subtracted repeatedly
from l0 | until the absolute remainder is between 0
and 2r. For large angles this would take a long time'
In such cases 2zrx10'can be subtracted in a process
similar to division. Suppose an angle g is expressed
in scientific notation (e.g.,8.5x 1,os).2r x10n, ot 6.28..'
x 10n, is then repeatedly subtracted from d until
the result becomes negative (underflow)' Thus 6.28..'
x 10s is subtracted from 8.5 x 10s twice and underflow
occurs. 6.28...x10s is then added to the negative remainder to give a number between o and 2n x 10s, in
this case 2.2x'l,Os.The remainder is expressednow as
22x7O4 and the process is repeated, this time subtracting 2nx7}a. With this method, large angles are
quickly resolved.
The problem with this scaling process is that in current computers numbers can be expressed only to a
limited number of digits, so 2z'and therefore 2nx1'on
cannot be expressed exactly. Error creeps in with
each shift of the remainder. Thus, the larger the angle,
the fewer significant digits remain in the scaled result. A rule of thumb for rough estimates is that for
each count in the exponent, one digit of accuracy
will be lost. For example, 5x10s when scaled will
lose five digits of accuracy'
A negative argument is treated the same as a positive number until the end, when the scaling routine
returns a number between 0 and -Ztr. Then 2t is
added to the negative result, giving again a number
between 0 and 22. This additiorr of 2r causes a digit

It can be seen that these formulas are identical, except for the contangent replacing the tangent. Thus
the same routine can solve for either sine or cosine
depending on whether the argument is tangent or
cotangent.
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to be lost, which results in asymmetry such as
cos(86")I cos(-80"). Newer calculatorsobviatethis
problem by scaling to a number between o and nl4.
VectorRotation
An angle can be expressedas a vector having X
a1d Y components and a resultant R (see Fig. 1).
If R is the unit vector, then X:cos g and V:sin A.
However,regardlessof the length of R, y/X:tan d and
X/Y:cot0. This holds true for all values of g
from 0 to 2rr. Thus, if some way could be found
to generateX and Y for a given d, all the trigonometric
functions could be found.
In vector geometry a useful formula results when
one rotates a vector through a given angle. Let
us suppose we have a vector whose angle is 01,
and we know its componentsX, and y, (seeFig. 2).
The X, and Y2 that result when the vecio. is rotated
an additional angle 02 are given by:
Xz : Xr cos 02 - y, sin 0,
Yz:Yrcos02*Xrsin0,
Dividing both sides of these equations by cos d,
gives:

x2
cos 0,

- X1 - Yltan d, :
f,r'

(1)
Y,:
coso2

Yt + X'tan oz = Y z'

Note that Xr' and yr', while not the true values of X"
and Y2, both differ by the same factor, cos dr. Thui
yz'lK2' : Y2lX2.From Fig. 2 it is plain
that the quotient Yr'lX2' is equal to tan (0i 0). Thus the ton_
gent of a large ongle con be found by monipuloting
smoller ongleswhose sum equolsthe lorge one. Returning to equation 1 above, it can be seen that to
generateXr' and Y2',X7and y, needto be multiplied

Fig.1.
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Ftg.2.
by tan 0, and added or subtractedas needed. If.0, is
-10
chosen so that tan 02 is a simple power of
(i.e., 1, 0.1, 0.01,...)then the multiplications simply
amount to shifting X, and yr. Thus to generateXr,
and Y2', only a shift and an add or subtractareneeded.
Pseudo-Division
The tangent of d is found as follows. First d is
divided into a sum of smaller angles whose tangents
are powers of to. The angles are tan-1 (t) : +s.,
tan-1 (o.t) - s.7o,tan-1 (o.or) - o.87",tarr-i (o.oorj
-O.O57o,
tan-1 (0.0001J-0.0057.,
and so on.
This processis called pseudo-division.First, 45o is
subtracted from 0 until overdraft, keeping track of
the number of subtractions.The remainder is restored
by adding 45'. Then 5.Zois repeatedlysubtracted,again
keeping track of the number of subtractions.This process is repeated with smaller and smaller angles.
Thus:
d : eotan-1 (1) + q, tan-1(0.1)+q, tan-1 (0.0t)...+r
The coefficientsq; refer to the number of subtractions
possible in each decade.Each q1is equal to or less
than 10, so it can be stored in a single iour-bit digit.
This processof pseudo-division is one reasonthat
all the trigonometric functions are done in radians.
For accuracy,tan-1(10-J;needs to be expressedto
ten-digits.In degrees,theseconstantsare random digits
and require considerable ROM (read-only memoryJ
spaceto store.However, in radians,they become,for
the most part, nines followed by sixes.Becauseof this,
they can be generated arithmetically, thus using
fewer ROM states.Also, in radians, tan-1 (1) : nli,
which is needed anyway to generatez. The problem
with using radians is that since zris an irrational num_
ber, scaling errors occur as discussed earlier. This
meanscardinal points do not give exact answers.For
example, sin (220") I O when calculated this way
but rather 4x10-e. Seereference3 for a discussion
of this point.
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So far, a pseudo-quotienthas been generatedthat
represents the division of the given angle d into
smaller angles whose tangents are powers of t0. In
many HP calculators the pseudo-quotient is five
hexadecimal digits long. Each digit represents one
series of subtractions and is a number from 0 to 10.
For example,if 0 were 359.9999o,
the pseudo-quotient
w o u l d b e 7 7 8 7 7 , r e p r e s e n t i n g0 : T t a n - l ( l )
+ T t a n - 1 ( 0 . 1 )* 8 t a n - 1 1 o . o r ;+ T t a n - 1 ( 0 . 0 0 1 )
+ Ttan-1(0.0001).
There may also be a remainderr,
which is the angle remaining after the previous partial quotient subtractions have taken place.
Tan 0 can now be found using the vector rotation
processdiscussedearlier.
Pseudo-Mu
ltiplication
To use equation 1 we need an initial X, and Yr.
These correspond to the X and Y of the residual
angle r discussedpreviously. This angle is small
(less than 0.001o),and for small angles in radians,
sin 0 : 0 (another reason to use radians instead of
degrees).Thus, to good accuracy,the initial Y, can
be set to the residual angle, and the initial X, set to 1.
Equation 1 can now be repeatedly applied, where 0,
is the angle whose tangent is 10-1.Each time equation 1 is applied, a new X, and Y, are generated,i.e.,
Xr' and Yr'. The number of times equation 1 is
applied is determinedby the count in the pseudoquotient digit for that d . Thus if the original angle
had a 3 in the pseudo-quotientdigit correspondingto
tan-10.1,or 5.7o,equation 1 would be applied three
times with X, and Y, being shifted one place right
for tan (tan-10.r) before the addition or subtraction.
In this manner, new X, and Y, are formed as the vector is rotated the amount corresponding to the count
in the pseudo-quotientdigits which, of course,sum
to the original angle d.
Equation 1 shows that to generate X2 requires a
shift of Y, and a subtraction from Xr. Likewise Y,
requires a shift of X, and an addition to Yr. To implement this would require either two extra registersto
hold the shifted values of X, and Yr, or else shifting
one register twice and the other once. It would be
desirable to shift only one register once. Happily,
this is possible.Considerthe following: Let Y : 723
and X : 456.Supposewe want Y+(X x 0.01).This can
be obtained by keeping the decimal points in the
sameplacesand shifting X two placesright.

t
a

+

123
4.56

1.27.56
Now supposeinstead of shifting X two placesright,
we multiply Y by 100, shifting it two places left.
What happens?

456
12756
The digits in both answers are exactly the same. The
only difference between the two is that the second
answer is 100 times the correct value, which is the
same value by which Y was multiplied before the
addition. Thus to avoid shifting X, Y must be multiplied by 10r.
Expanding this method to the problem at hand also
helps us solve another problem, that of accuracy.
During pseudo-division, the angle 0 is resolved until
a small angle r is left as the original Y value. Since
this is done in fixed point arithmetic, zero digits are
generated following the decimal point (e.g., .00123).
Since zero digits do not convey information except
to indicate the decimal point, the remainder is shifted
left one place (multiplied by 10) during each decade
of pseudo-division. This preserves an extra digit of
accuracy with each decade. The final remainder is
equal to rx10a if the pseudo-quotient is five digits
long.
To demonstrate mathematically the implementation that requires only a single register shift, return
to equation 1 and replace tan 02by tg-i. This substitution is legal because 0z = tan T (10-t), where j is
the decade digit.
Xz' : Xr-Yrx1g-i

e)

Yz' : Yr*Xrx1o-'

Now let Z:
Yrx10i, or Yr:2x10-j. Substituting
in equation 2,
xl : Xt-Zx1o-zi
Yz' : Zx10-i+X1x10-j
Multiplying the second equation by r0i gives:
Yr'x7gi : Z*Xt
The left-hand side (Y2'x10,) is in the correct form
to be the new Z for the next iteration. Thus for each
iteration within a decade:
Xz' : Xr-2x10-2i
r( u
e ,r,
Yr'x7}i : Z+Xt
Xr' becomes the new X,
Yr'x\Ot becomes the new Z
Since the shifted remainder (rx10a) is desired as Z
for the first iteration, the original j is 4.
To implement equation 3, X, and Z are stored in
two registers. ZxTo-2i is formed and stored in a third
register. X, is added Io Z to form the new Z. This
leaves X, undisturbed so that ZxL0-2i can be subtracted from it to form the new Xr'.
This implementation saves extra shifts and increases accuracy by removing leading zeros in Z.
The only register shifted is Z.
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After equation 3 has been applied the number of
times indicated by one pseudo-quotient digit, Z is
shifted right one place, and a new pseudo-quotient
digit is fetched. This in effect creates Y, x 10i, where j
is one less than before. Again equation 3 is applied,
and the process is repeated until all five pseudoquotient digits have been exhausted. The result is an
X and a Y that are proportional to the cosine and sine
of the angle 0. Because the final j is zero, the final Y
(:Z) is correctly normalized with respect to X.
So far, then, an X and a Y have been generated by a
pseudo-multiply operation consisting of shifts and
additions. If tan d is required, Y/X is generated,which
is the correct answer. For sin e,Ylxis calculated, and
for cos 0,XlY is calculated. Then either X/Y or Y/X is
operated on by the routine described at the beginning
of this article. The only difference between the computation for sin 0 and that for cos 0 is whether X and
Y are exchanged.
In summary, the computation of trigonometric
functions proceeds as follows:
1. Scale the input angle to a number in radians
between O and 2n.
2. Using the pseudo-division process divide
the scaled number into groups of selected
smaller angles.
3. With the pseudo-multiply process of equation 3
applied once for each angle resulting from the
division of the input argument, generate an X
and a Y that are proportional to the sine and co-

Hewlett-PackardCompany, 1501 Page Mill
Road, Palo Alto, California94304

sine of the input angle.
4. With X and Y, compute the required function
using elementary operations.
5. Round and display the answer.
The calculator is now ready for another operation.S
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